Notice Regarding Mitsubishi Logisnext Co., Ltd.
Forklift Trucks Similar Looking Products

To Whom it may Concern,

Please take note of Forklifts which looks very similar to Mitsubishi Logisnext Co., Ltd. Forklift Trucks.

Mitsubishi Logisnext Co., Ltd. was established in 2017, through the business integration of Mitsubishi Nichiyu Forklift Co., Ltd and UniCarriers Corporation. The history of Mitsubishi Logisnext goes back to the establishment of Nippon Yusoki Co., Ltd. (Nichiyu) in 1937 and Toyo Carriers Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (TCM) in 1949. We began its production of the first electric Forklift in 1939 and the engine Forklift in 1949 in Japan, thereafter, solidifying our pole market position. Our continuous research and development efforts in the subsequent decades has allowed expanding the product offering and advancement of key features in Forklifts. We have nothing but gratitude to our customers’ continuous support and affirmation of our products from ever since our company’s establishment.

We placed utmost importance in the protection of Intellectual Property (IP), including patents, design rights, copyrights, and trademarks in all aspect in Japan, U.S., Europe, China, South Asia, and other countries. For example, Mitsubishi Logisnext wholly owns and controls the following trademarks (registered as the standard character mark in some countries) in Forklifts, tow tractors and transport vehicles:

**TCM** , **UNICARRIERS**

Recently, it has come to our attention with feedbacks from customers for products being sold in the market that could be confused with our product offering, as follows. Our iNOMA FG/FD series Forklifts have “TCM” or “UNICARRIERS” trademarks which are clearly imprinted on the Mast and truck sides, while other manufacturer and its dealers use different marks. Sometimes, the products supplied by other manufacturer have conspicuous colour combination resembling our product offering (i.e., red line on yellow body for TCM or light blue line on white body for UniCarriers) with bearing misleading and confusing mark which incorporates whole or part of our registered trademarks therein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example of the products supplied by other manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Photograph on other manufacturers’ website)  
Other mark aside from “TCM” or “UNICARRIERS”

(Photograph on other manufacturers’ website)  
Other mark aside from “TCM” or “UNICARRIERS”
One simple way to distinguish Mitsubishi Logisnext Genuine Forklift Trucks from the products of other manufacturer is to check the nameplates located at the front side of the truck (see the samples below). The nameplate of our iNOMA FG/FD series Forklift Truck bears the manufacturing company name, that is, one of “Mitsubishi Logisnext Co., Ltd.”, “UniCarriers Corporation”, “TCM Corporation”, and “优嘉力叉车(安徽)有限公司” (corresponding to the Chinese expression of “UniCarriers Forklift (Anhui) Co., Ltd.”).
To avoid customer making a wrong purchase due to the confusion, Mitsubishi Logisnext would like to clarify that, as for our product offering of the iNOMA FG/FD series Forklift Trucks, any product using other marks aside from “TCM” or “UNICARRIERS” trademarks displaying on similar looking product, labels, website, company or marketing material has no affiliation to us. As these products are differently sourced and manufactured, we cannot assume any liability or responsibility for any product issues that may arise from the usage or purchase of these products; neither can we give assurance on the quality of these products.

This is done to ensure market confidence in the usage of our products and purchase of our product offering through our authorised dealers’ channels.

Our official website is as follows.

MITSUBISHI LOGISNEXT PRODUCTS (logisnext.com)

Dealers’ Network in the global markets:

Distributors List | TCM (logisnext.com)

Distributors List | UNICARRIERS (logisnext.com)